BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE
PROPOSITION

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP

CUSTOMER
SEGMENT

- Public schools

- Marketing to reach interested
parents and maintain their
relationship with the platform

- We are not selling "second-hand
clothes", we are selling clothes
that save the planet

- Schools: it allows us the physical
place and we have the certiﬁcation
(raising the prestige)

- Local jobs opportunities thanks
to outsourcing services

- Parents who want to give:
opportunity to generate money with
the clothes their children don't wear

- Lower/middle class public
school parents interested in
getting rid of old uniforms or
getting a new one

- Parent community

- Parents who buy: buy at lower
prices and avoid the "trip" to uniform
stores

- Government institutions that would
give ecological certiﬁcates, and
would give faith and legality to the
environmental actions that are
carried out

- The platform allows to connect
with interested customers
- The platform gives parameters
to make a fair sale

- Payment methods
(Mastercard/Visa, Banco Azteca,
Banxico, Coppel, Oxxo, 7eleven)
- Outsourcing people who oﬀer
services through the platform
- Ad agencies

- There is always availability to put
your business on the platform

KEY
RESOURCES
- Technology: allows to manage
and control the uniforms that
enter the platform
- Platform: allows buyers and
sellers to be in contact to carry
out their actions
- Storage structure and staﬀ that
manage the stock in schools

- We ease the pain of buying
expensive school uniforms every
year
- Great trajectories and physical
fatigue are reduced to buy
uniforms

- Outsourcing people: we give them
a
space
to
publish
their
work/service so that more people
know about them

- Schools interested in obtaining
environmental certiﬁcates
- Companies interested in textile
waste

- Companies interested in textile
waste: generate an income from the
waste each semester and generate
an alliance

CHANNELS
- Digital platform for cellphones
- Advertising channels (print and
online)
- Small space within schools

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREMS

- Platform maintenance cost

- Commission for uniform sales

- Management staﬀ salary

- Sale of textile waste

- Cost of the builded collection-bins in schools (product)

- Sponsorships: environmental investors of private businesses

- Advertising costs

- Government subsidies

- Repair and transportation costs

- Start-ups that do up-cycle (sale to retailers)
- Ad revenue

THE VALUE PROPOSITION CANVAS
Value proposition

Customer segment

GAIN CREATORS

PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

- A service that empowers
people to earn additional income.
- A service that helps generate
diﬀerent disposal and acquisition
practices that are more
environmentally conscious.
- A platform that provides
information on environmental
impact.
- A service that helps parents to
buy cheaper school uniforms, to
show that education is not a
privilege.
- A service that connects people
to generate community around
schools through a digital platform
to generate new jobs and a
change of consciousness.

-The schools are interested in obtaining the Green School certiﬁcation
because they oﬀer monetary aid from the government giving us the
legal credibility to the service so that parents can trust us.
- Generate sustainable thinking for a cultural change, meaning that
diﬀerent disposal-acquisition practices would eventually lead them to
adopt more sustainable decisions on their own without us as an
intermediary. (like a cultural reset)
- Generate a community of parents who feel united for the same cause.
- Earning an income from the uniform.
- Extend the life time of uniforms.
- Outsourced people interested in earning an extra income will get
involved.

GAINS
- Help reduce the environmental impact of
textile waste.
- Get rid of the uniform their children no longer
wear.
- Decrease the prejudice of wearing
second-hand clothes.
- Prestige of being part of a Green School.

PAINS
PAIN RELIEVERS
- We oﬀer cheaper school uniforms.
- We facilitate the provision of uniforms in a responsible way.
- There is a face-to-face way to be part of the process to generate trust
in skeptical users of digital platforms.
- We avoid long-distance transfers to get quality-price of uniforms.
- We don't sell “second-hand uniforms”, we sell uniforms that save the
planet.

- The cost of the uniforms is a lot compared to
their quality.
- They do not trust digital transactions if it does
not come from a trusted institution.
- The school uniform costs 25-50% of a monthly
income of the average salary in Mexico.
- The uniforms are disposable because they last
a short time (because children grow fast).
- They move long distances in search of
cheaper prices.
- Negative biases about "used" clothing.

CUSTOMER JOBS
- Seek for uniform acquisition and
disposal options.
- Enter the platform and register.
- Choose the preferred option between
buying, selling or donating uniforms.
- Choose uniforms by size, quality and
cost.
- Follow garment delivery
recommendations.
- Accept the folio conﬁrmation to deliver
it to a manager within the school space.

